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BACKGROUND 
The Michigan Wildlife Council (MWC) was created in 2013 to educate the public about the benefits of 
hunting and fishing and the essential role that sportsmen and sportswomen play in wildlife conservation. 
Güd Marketing was tasked in mid-2015 to develop an integrated communications plan that incorporated 
traditional media such as radio, TV, billboards and newspaper ads in tandem with new media channels 
such as digital and social media. The campaign officially launched in April 2016. A highly successful tactic 
utilized placement of paid content marketing feature stories – which replicated and exceeded the same 
quality as professional journalism – to detail examples of wildlife conservation in action. These stories 
highlighted the fact that hunters and anglers pay for the majority of the management of our state’s wildlife 
and natural resources through the purchase of their licenses. The features were distributed through 
various mediums, including as story placements through partnerships with the USA TODAY-Michigan 
Network that includes our state’s leading newspapers such as the Detroit Free Press and the Detroit 
News, as well as through the MWC’s website and social media accounts. The most outstanding metrics-
driven result that exemplifies our success with content marketing feature story placements highlighted 
Michigan’s “Magnificent Moose” and its return to glory from near-extinction. 
 
PLANNING & RESEARCH 
We reviewed potential ideas with the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR), the state 
department dedicated to the conservation, protection, management, use and enjoyment of the state's 
natural resources – and the department responsible for the funds generated from hunting and fishing 
licenses. Upon review and approval of topics, each story was researched, developed, reviewed, revised 
and published. During this process, it was important the topics we chose were going to produce intriguing, 
little-known and engaging stories and easily convey key messages to target audiences – nonhunters and 
nonanglers living primarily in urban and suburban areas of Southeast and Southwest Michigan. Our 
budget for producing and publishing each article was $3,500. Among the stories that Güd’s team of 
former journalists recommended would resonate most with readers was the “Michigan Moose Lift” and the 
restoration of the majestic animals to the state’s landscape. By the late 1800s, moose had disappeared 
from the Lower Peninsula. Only a handful remained scattered across the Upper Peninsula. Wildlife 
biologists in 1985 individually airlifted 59 of the half-ton animals by helicopter from Ontario and trucked 
them 600 miles to a new home in the Upper Peninsula. Thanks to the relocation, an abundance of 
suitable habitat and regulatory protection, the herd has grown to 509 animals. Our story not only 
promoted this success, while also including the funding message, but provided tips for spotting elusive 
moose near state parks across the Upper Peninsula. 
 
EXECUTION & RESULTS 
We conducted extensive interviews with those charged with the management of moose, including a DNR 
wildlife research biologist and state park specialists in the Upper Peninsula. The resulting article, entitled 
“Magnificent moose: The comeback story of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula herd,” was published on The 
Detroit Free Press, Detroit News and Michigan Wildlife Council websites on Oct. 8, 2019. The story was 
read on the Free Press website by 18,845 unique visitors – far out-performing their own stories. Sharing 
the story on the MWC’s Facebook page via an organic social media post generated a 2,373-person reach 
and 350 engagements. The story was later shared through a targeted social media campaign, generating 
144,411 impressions and 4,364 clicks. Most important: People remembered the story. According to 
the Free Press and Detroit News, the average read time of our story was over 2 minutes, more than 
156% better than industry average of 50 seconds for content marketing articles. Recent research 
conducted by Güd and a third-party research firm indicates many people still remember the story and 
cited it in a statewide survey in late 2019 that showed a significant increase in knowledge that wildlife 
requires management by humans to thrive – a 28 percent increase in agreement from the 2015 baseline 
data. 


